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To:   Bureau of Land Management, California Desert District 

Attn: WMRNP Plan Amendment 

22835 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos 

Moreno Valley, CA 92553   email to cawemopa@blm.gov 

May 24, 2015 

Bureau of Land Management: 

1) The Deadline for the WEMO DEIS comment period should be extended. 
a) Maps on the BLM web site are difficult to access and/or navigate. 
b) The maps lack sufficient road names, route numbers and other important features. 
c) The maps do not include the critical wildlife linkage connections in the Morongo Basin. 
d) The proposed routes have not been properly analyzed by the BLM for resource conflicts, route difficulty, 

conflicts with local ordinances, or other possible conflicts. 
e) The BLM cannot expect the general public to make meaningful substantive comments if it is not willing to 

properly analyze or review (see 1.b-d above) existing routes (per a court ordered mandate) and any new 
routes on the different alternatives provided. 

 

2) Not one of the proposed alternatives address, per a court ordered mandate, the minimization of 
adverse impacts and conflicts, 43 C.F.R. Section 8341.1 a, b, and c : 
 

a) Areas and trails shall be located to minimize damage to soil, watershed, vegetation, air, or other resources 
of the public lands, and to prevent impairment of wilderness suitability.  
 

Sample Violation:  BLM has been informed (via presentation Dec 2014 by Community ORV Watch 
with BLM and also two separate BLM tours of the area) and has not acted to halt on-going damage 
to soil, watershed, vegetation, air, or other resources. This is especially critical with the destruction 
of habitat within the ecological/wildlife linkage connections that extend north from the Joshua Tree 
National Park, through the Copper Mountains and across the Copper Mountain Mesa area to the 
MCAGCC.  
 

It is also critical during holidays when the dry lakes become OHV “free for alls” and dust storms are 
created due to Mojave Desert winds. 
Sample Violation:  BLM proposes changing Coyote Dry Lake to an “open” OHV area. It is not open 
now. To be officially open would be an air quality disaster. Opening a dry lake (playa) to OHVs in a 
populated area that is already under siege for holiday 'air events' would be detrimental to the public 
health of all downwind residents. Since the winds can come from any direction, residents in all of 
the twelve communities and two incorporated cities in the Morongo Basin are at risk.  

i) Any and All motorized routes that lead to washes or dry lake beds should be closed as they are the 
wildlife linkage highways.  

ii) Due to the lack of enforcement, motorized non-street legal vehicles are currently allowed to illegally 
ride in a “free for all” on BLM land. They create new roads on dry lake beds and in washes. This 
destroys habitat and burrows are trampled, especially by the high powered sand rail OHVs. 

iii) The resulting negative air quality issues from the large amount of disturbed dry lake bed soils have 
not been addressed or even recognized as an issue. 

iv) Requests for rider rules informational kiosk signs have not been addressed. 
v) The BLM admits that it cannot enforce the OHV illegal activity. 

 See Attachment A “Linkage Design/Copper Mountain Mesa,” embedded in this document 

 

mailto:cawemopa@blm.gov
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 See Attachment B “Request for Kiosks/Complaint Emails,” embedded in this document 

 See Attachment C “Email from BLM/Can’t Enforce Area” embedded in this document 
See Attachment D “Dec2014 Mtg Presentation w/BLM” PDF not embedded in document 
 

b) Areas and trails shall be located to minimize harassment of wildlife or significant disruption of wildlife 
habitats. Special attention will be given to protect endangered or threatened species and their habitats.   
 

Sample Violation: Desert Tortoise and Burrowing Owls have been documented in Copper Mountain 
Mesa near existing BLM problem routes that lead to county roads, private property, and into dry 
lake beds or washes. BLM has been notified and has not acted.  
Sample Violation: BLM Preferred Alternative #3 has an increased number of routes with 
endangered wildlife. For this sample violation routes: 134234, 1342116, 10106, 10778, 14674, 
13185, 12713, 10982, 37818, 10530, 9140, 9304, 10334, 12511 on TMA 3 Map 17 of the Preferred 
Alternative#3 are highlighted. Route 134234 is a motorized OHV route with multiple violations and 
conflicts - as with most of the routes on TMA 3 Map 16 and 17.  But 134234 had a healthy wild 
young adult Desert Tortoise photographed May 5, 2015 exactly by this new proposed OHV route.  

i) Desert Tortoises travel from one burrow to another and this tortoise has been spotted throughout 
the area. The TMA 3 Maps 17 and 16 areas (Attachment F) have wild Desert Tortoise living and 
breeding. This has not been recognized nor studied. 

ii) Riders within the Copper Mountains have illegally created OHV routes with unknown difficulty. Many 
of these routes are near open abandoned mines with unstudied bat populations. 

iii) Prior to any proposed alternative, the existing designated routes should be studied for the disruption of 
habitat with special attention given to the Desert Tortoise, the Burrowing Owls, and mine dwelling bat 
populations – and certainly no new routes should added. 

 See Attachment E “May 5, 2015 Desert Tortoise Route 134234” embedded in this document 

 See Attachment D “Dec 2014 Meeting Presentation w/BLM” PDF not embedded in document 
 

c) Areas and trails shall be located to minimize conflicts between off-road vehicle use and other existing or 
proposed recreational uses of the same or neighboring public lands, and to ensure the compatibility of 
such uses with existing conditions in populated areas, taking into account noise and other factors.  
 

Sample Violation: Hiking trails have not been proposed for the area in Copper Mountain Mesa. 
Community members like to hike and want to enjoy the sound of birds and other wild life. They 
want to enjoy the view without the noise, dust, and dangers associated with unregulated off-
roading. People purchased land and live in this area because of the view and the quiet living. They 
did not move into the area to be in a recreational motorized ORV area. Nothing in the WEMO DEIS 
remotely suggests that these residents have been accommodated. 
Sample Violation: Much of the land in TMA 3 Maps 16 and 17 was homesteaded, creating a 
patchwork of private and BLM land. The private land is zoned rural residential and designating ORV 
recreational routes throughout the rural residential properties creates a legal conflict regarding the 
right to peace and quiet enjoyment, it conflicts with local ordinances, and changes the value of 
properties. It will change a rural residential into a motorized off-road vehicle recreation area. 

i) Any BLM designated routes within or adjacent to rural residential communities should be 
specifically designated as motorized street-legal only.  

ii) All County Roads should remain Street Legal Motorized Only as per the existing San Bernardino 
County Ordinance. 

 

3) San Bernardino County Ordinances Conflict 
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a) The County Supervisors passed the OHV Ordinances 3973 (2006) and Ordinance 28.040 (2010) to curb 
the noise (55 Dba is the threshold of comfort) dust, smoke and fumes from OHV riders in rural areas.  

b) The BLM OHV Route Network would encourage increased unregulated off-road riders. 
c) The DEIS states there would be no increase in riders but residents do not support that assertion. See 10) 

below. 
d) The BLM is required to and must meaningfully consult with San Bernardino County Supervisors, 

Land Use Services, Public Works, Sherriff, and Code Enforcement 
 

4) San Bernardino County Service Areas (CSAs) and residential communities must be open for Street 
Legal Vehicles Only. 
 

a) All routes within the seven County CSAs, 70 –M, R-15, R-19, R-20, R-25, R-26, and R-29, must be open for 
street-legal vehicles only and indicated with a different color on final maps.   

b) The property owners are taxed for road maintenance and increased recreational use will create additional 
taxes to support the increased OHV travel, shouldered by the residents and property owners. 

c) Additionally there are twelve unincorporated communities in the Morongo Basin. Off-highway vehicles 
are hard on roads making the surface difficult for standard vehicles to navigate.  

d) For additional illustrated comments see Attachment F “CSA 70 R-19 with Linkages”, embedded in this 
document. 

 See Attachment G “ Morongo Basin Boundaries and Districts with CSAs” ,” embedded in this 
document 

 

5) Wildlife Linkages, BLM Must Add A Linkage Design for the Joshua Tree -Twentynine Palms Connection 
(SC Wildlands 2008) to the final EIS analysis.  
 

a) The Linkage Design for the Joshua Tree -Twentynine Palms Connection is an ecological linkage that was 
not included in this DEIS and must be added to the final EIS analysis. 

b) The contiguous communities of Copper Mountain Mesa, Desert Heights, and Sunfair Heights are crossed 
by washes and surrounded by mountains, with the Copper Mountains southwest. The mountains and 
washes are integral to the integrity of the Linkage Design for the Joshua Tree -Twentynine Palms 
Connection (SC Wildlands 2008). 
See Attachment A “Linkage Design/Copper Mountain Mesa,” embedded in this document 
 

6) Air Quality 
 

a) The Impact Comparison for Air Quality  (Table ES.1 page ES-11) state that Alternative 4 has the 
“highest mileage of routes near sensitive receptors and residences. Over long term, shows a moderate 
reduction in areas that would be susceptible to fugitive dust emissions, which would be less than other 
alternatives” This nonsensical statement does not correctly characterize the ‘real life’ air quality, 
experienced by residents and visitors in the Morongo Basin, caused by the current level of off-road 
riding on the dirt roads and dry lake beds.  

b) San Bernardino County desert areas are in non-attainment for PM10 and PM2.5, both exacerbated, as 
previously stated, by OHV riding on dirt roads. All residents in rural communities can be considered 
‘sensitive receptors’. Residents are captive unless they relocate, especially during holiday weekends. 
Captive residents were not analyzed in the DEIS. 

c) Please refer back to 2) where soil disturbance is also discussed. 
d) The Air Quality analysis in the final SEIS must be updated to accurately reflect reality. 
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7) San Bernardino Law Enforcement 
 

a) San Bernardino County Law enforcement faces several hurdles when answering complaints. OHV 
complaints are 4th on the list of priorities (the list only has 4 priorities); and those who would complain 
may fear retaliation (it happens) so they keep silent.  

b) The Final SEIS must anticipate the increase in complaints and funding for Sheriff staff in the Final SEIS 
 

8) BLM Law Enforcement 
 

a) The DEIS makes promises for BLM monitoring, mitigation, and law enforcement.  
b) BLM must provide an appraisal of BLM staffing and funding for these tasks. 

 

9) Tourism By the Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) 
 

a) WEMO is exclusively concerned with recreation and the ability of OHV riders to have vehicular access to 
public lands. There is scant mention and provisions made for bird watchers, photographers, naturalists, 
and hikers. This overlooks other recreation and the value tourism provides to Gateway Communities.  

b) In 2014 1,589,904 tourists visited JTNP, supported 1,030 jobs in the local area, and benefitted the local 
economy by $97 million. 

c) BLM must analyze the effect of the WEMO Route Network on Eco Tourism in the  Final EIS 
 

Why do visitors come to the Mojave Desert?  
   Views without development    90%  

Clean Air        89%  
Natural quiet/sounds of nature   87%  
Desert plants/wildlife      83%  
Native wildlife       81%  
Solitude        73%  
Dark, starry night skies      65% 

(Visitor Surveys at Joshua Tree National Park by the University of Idaho 2010.) 
 
Joshua Tree National Park 
Visitor Spending  1,589,905 visitors 
Spent in communities  $73 million 
Jobs supported   1,030 local area 
Cumulative local benefits $97 million 
 
30.6%   Visitor spending for lodging 
20.3%  Food and beverages 
11.9%   Gas and Oil 
10.2%   Admissions and fees 
 9.9%    Souvenirs and other expenses 
To download the report visit http://www.nature.nps.gov/socialscience/economics/cfm 

 

10)    Mileage, Riders, and Analyses 
 

According to the BLM WEMO DEIS analysis, Alternative 3 
1. Would have the” largest mileage of motorized routes available to support recreation. The increase in the 

mileage of motorized routes would allow recreational users to be more dispersed, increasing their 
recreational experience…” (See WEMO ES-16) 

http://www.nature.nps.gov/socialscience/economics/cfm
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2. “None of the alternatives would lead to a change in the motorized vehicle use or miles traveled in the 
planning area.” (See WEMO 4.15-2) 
 

3. None of the alternatives would lead to a change in the motorized vehicle use or miles traveled in the 
planning area, and therefore none of the alternatives would result in any increase or decrease  in direct 
or indirect GHG emissions from motorized vehicles. (WEMO ES-11) 

 

From these claims we are asked to accept, without supporting documentation, that a new Transportation Route 
Network, crossing from Juniper Flats to Sheephole Pass, will basically be unused by the riding public, either 
locally or from out of the area. The BLM analyses assumes no new riders in the future (zero population growth, 
heretofore an unattainable goal) – just riders dispersing away from each other to increase their recreational 
experience. 
 

These assumptions are utterly contradicted by the BLM analysis of the power of social media to reach a wider 
audience that ever before. And that audience is a mere 90 minutes away. 
 

 “Publicity about an area’s recreational opportunity often attracts users. …The popularity of the web 
(organizational websites, Facebook) and similar mechanisms to share information have further 
increased sharing of information about locations and destinations in the desert.  Computer apps can …, 
and have further expanded the reach of information beyond club members and small groups of 
individuals.  This promotes discussion about specific areas and facilitates increased recreation at those 
sites.” (WEMO 3.6-3) 

 

The BLM has a phone app that will make the 10,428 miles of routes available to riders wanting “greater freedom 
from regulations” “to try new forms of recreation while not having to worry about bothering others”. The 
following paragraph skillfully describes the audience for the WEMO Transportation Network that is located just 
90 minutes away in Los Angeles. The population is young and will enthusiastically use social media outlets, 
including the BLM phone app, to achieve recreational highs in the West Mojave.  

 

“Located only 90 minutes from downtown Los Angeles, the WEMO Planning area is the recreational 
backyard of the metropolitan area’s 21 million residents, of which nearly 2 million participate in OHV 
activities and an even greater number camp, hike, or drive for pleasure.  
 

The types of recreation provided in the WEMO Planning area are highly varied. Due to the vastness, 
many visitors feel a greater freedom from regulations that encourages them to try new forms of 
recreation while not having to worry about bothering others. Given the scale of the desert and this sense 
of freedom, it is not surprising that many of the recreational activities centered around vehicles, speed 
events or activities that require a great deal of acreage and separation from other visitors.  These 
activities include motorcycle activities, four wheel drive exploring, sightseeing, target shooting, hunting, 
using experimental vehicles/aircraft, model rocketry, and dry land windsailing.”  (See WEMO 3.6-1) (My 
italics) 
 

What can be said here? It appears there were many different contradictory viewpoints in operation during the 
DEIS planning process. The lack of consensus is an inherent weakness that has ended with a grossly incomplete 
and incompetent analyses of both the affected environment and the environmental consequences.  
 
The effect of doubling the transportation mileage has been incorrectly analyzed throughout the DEIS including 
the affected environment and environmental consequences of the proposed 10,428 miles route network. 
Having grossly underestimated the users or the route network you also failed to reasonably consider the 
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increased riders over increased miles on: Air Quality, Noise, Visual Resources, Geology, Soil, and Water 
Resources, Wildlife, Vegetation, Special Designations, Socioeconomics, Recreation, and Travel and 
Transportation Management. BLM needs to start over. 
 

11)   CEQA 
 

This plan is “utilizing county roads”, which will change communities and the economy, and endanger wildlife and 
habitat on San Bernardino land. What else? Before approval, is a CEQA review be required with San Bernardino 
County as the lead agency? 
 

In conclusion,  
There are simply too many unknown possible resource conflicts and BLM must make a real effort to follow the 
court ordered mandate, using the minimization of adverse impacts and conflicts, 43 C.F.R. Section 8341.1, and 
correctly and completely analyze for increased visitation, remembering that OHV recreation is not the only use for 
the Mojave Desert. And, what about CEQA? 
 
 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to comment.  
Sincerely, 

 
 
 

Resident, Community of Desert Heights  
Member, Morongo Basin Municipal Advisory Committee 
Board Member, Morongo Basin Conservation Association 

 
 
 

Peggy L. Kennedy 
Resident, Community of Copper Mountain Mesa  
Member, Alliance for Responsible Recreation 
 

D’Anne Albers 

 

D’Anne Albers 
Resident, Community of Wonder Valley 
 
 
Separate Attachment:  
2014 Meeting Presentation w/BLM 
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Attachment A 

Wildlife Linkage Corridors Joshua Tree – Twentynine Palms 
Copper Mountains are in the Center of the maps, Joshua Tree National Park is at the bottom and  

Copper Mountain Mesa/Desert Heights Communities are above the Copper Mountains 
 

 
 

 
A Linkage Design for the Joshua Tree Twenty Nine Palms Connection  

– SC Wildlands Dec 2008, http://www.scwildlands.org/ 
Morongo Basin Conservation Priorities Report: A Strategy for preserving conservation values, 2012" 

-Sonoran Institute and Morongo Basin Open Space Group.  http://bit.ly/1Et47Fd 

http://www.scwildlands.org/
http://bit.ly/1Et47Fd
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Attachment B 

  
 

Sunfair Dry Lake Kiosks - email 
 

From: Philip M. Klasky  Tue, Feb 24, 2015 at 8:32 AM 

To: Symons, Katrina 
Cc: Chassie, Patrick 

hello Katrina -- 
 

When we last spoke you told me that the BLM would be installing informational kiosks at Sunfair Dry Lake in 
March 2015. 
 

We would like to review the panels before they are installed. 
 

What is the progress on this and when can we expect the installation of the kiosks? 
 

Thank you, Phil 
 

 

Sunfair Dry Lake - email 
 

From: XXXXXXXXXXXXXX                                                                                 Nov 29, 2014 1:25 PM 
To: Katrina Symons  
 

Please consider this email a formal complaint. 
 

Today is day three of unregulated off-road activity in the Copper Mountain Mesa area in northeast Joshua Tree and 
southeast 29Palms. 
 

Riding on private property, racing on residential roads, and small arms weapon fire went well in to the evening last night. 
Occasionally the weapon fire is automatic. 
 

The Copper Mountain Mesa area is next to BLM land where off-roaders have been allowed to stage, camp and off-road as if 
is an "open" off-road recreation area. The center is Sunfair Dry Lake on the southwest side of the Copper Mountains in 
Unincorporated San Bernardino Joshua Tree. 
 

Visiting off-roaders come from the Sunfair Dry Lake area and into the Copper Mountain Mesa area through the pass at 
Enchanted (Copper Moon). 
 

There are no signs with rules, no trail markers or existing trail markers that imply cross country riding and trail markers that 
lead to county roads. 
 

It is a free for all. 
 

I am not against motorcycle activity and have a valid CA M1 driver’s license. I also enjoy riding, but this is an unstable, 
dangerous situation. 
 

If illegal activity cannot be regulated, the BLM needs to close the area to off-roading. 
 

Certainly illegal activity should not continually be allowed to escalate, which it has. The habitat and wildlife are being 
harmed, the air quality is made extremely unhealthy with constant dust, and it is unsafe for everyone -- including the off-
roaders.  
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Attachment C 
 

BLM Can Not Enforce Illegal Riding 
 
 
ORV free-for-all at Sunfair Dry Lake 

 
Chassie, Patrick(blm) Mon, Dec 1, 2014 at 2:59 PM 

To: Philip M. Klasky 
Cc: Wilson, Steve (sbcsd), Symons, Katrina (blm) 

All 
 
During this holiday weekend, BLM experienced high OHV use within the Barstow Field Office. Law 
Enforcement Rangers conducted over 1000 contacts and reported above average holiday use in Johnson 
Valley, Stoddard Valley, El Mirage, Dumont Dunes, and Razor OHV areas. The Barstow Field office estimates 
OHV visitor use at 33,300 this holiday weekend based on vehicle count.  
 
Law Enforcement also experienced incursions into several wilderness areas and DWMA's that contain 
sensitive sites and cultural resources. Law Enforcement Rangers cited OHV users in the Cleghorn Wilderness 
and discovered off route incursions into limited use areas. Sunfair dry lake was estimated at 300 people on 
private and public lands riding OHV's and or conducting other recreational activities. Wonder Valley was 
estimated at 150 OHV users. Post Homestead saw off route travel. Giant Rock and the Marine Corp 
expansion area also saw heavy illegal OHV use. 
 
Evidence suggest the 29 Palms MCLB expansion with associated reduction of Johnson Valley OHV area, has 
lead to an increase of OHV use into other non-traditional riding areas to include sensitive biological and 
cultural sites. Based on the increased OHV use within the areas mentioned above and the limitied law 
enforcement resources available, Barstow BLM Law Enforcement needs to adjust the placement of law 
enforcement Rangers to balance the protection of natural resources and public safety.  Barstow BLM has 
WEMO enforcement strategies that place biological and cultural resources as a high priority. As BLM Law 
Enforcement Rangers are available, BLM Barstow will focus our enforcement to address biological and 
culturally sensitive areas.    
 
BLM's primary mission is resource protection. BLM law enforcement can enforce Federal rules and 
regulations. We do not currently have peace officer authority to enforce county laws, rules or regulations. This 
poses some difficulties when attempting to enforce OHV use in urban interface environments like Wonder 
Valley or Sunfair Dry Lake. The BLM, CHP and San Bernardino County continue to coordinate and develop 
law enforcement strategies to address OHV use. This coordination is critical in addressing the OHV use with in 
the urban interface environment. Continued cooperation is expected and necessary to balance enforcement 
within the areas mentioned above.  
 
Respectfully 
Patrick 
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Attachment E 
 

May 5, 2015 Desert Tortoise on Proposed Route 134234 
 

       Cut Out From TMA 3 Map 17 in Copper Mountain Mesa 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This adult Desert Tortoise 

has burrows throughout 

the area and travels 

between them. 

The picture was taken near 

Sonora Road and 

Windsong, in the Copper 

Mountain Mesa- facing 

southward toward the 

Copper Mountains and 

Joshua Tree National Park.   

 Sonora Road 

 Winters Road 

 Windsong 
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Attachment F 
 

CSA 70 R-19, TMA 3 Maps 16 and 17 

 
All motorized routes within CSAs and residential communities (blue) should be designated for Street-Legal 
Vehicles Only. The red circles highlight orphan routes in residential areas that are totally inappropriate for quiet 
rural living. Orphan routes in residential areas not captured by a red circle should be assumed to be within a 
circle for the purposes of this comment. The Federal designation of ORV routes occurs in such a way that the 
county roads become OHV routes. This forever changes their use both as to numbers of vehicles, types of 
vehicles, and the personal goals of the new OHV traffic. BLM should now be aware of the County OHV Ordinance 
which seeks to protect residents for noise, dust, and exhaust from ORVs. The BLM Route Network conflicts with 
the San Bernardino County ordinance. 

 
Respondents were asked to list and make notes on 
specific routes. The image to the left is TMA 3 Map 17 
with only the route numbers visible. There are too 
many to list individually along with specific 
characteristics. This is basically true for the Morongo 
Basin. BLM has not completed this work and it is 
unreasonable to give their job to residents. Reference 
the woefully inadequate: 
WEMO_Draft_Final_Route_Evals_data.accdb 
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Attachment G 
Morongo Basin Boundaries and Districts with CSAs 

 

The Travel Management Area (TMA 3) has 12 communities and 7 CSAs: Lucerne Valley 
(CSA 70 R-25), Johnson Valley, Flamingo Heights (CSA 70 R-20), Pioneertown, Landers 
(CSA 70 R-15), Yucca Mesa (CSA 70 R-26 & R-29), Copper Mountain (CSA 70 R-19), 
Joshua Tree, Desert Heights, Sunfair Heights, Wonder Valley (CSA 70 R-M) 
 
It is easily seen that the proposed route network passes through all the communities 
and CSAs (outlined in brown) negotiating its way across the Morongo Basin to 
Sheephole Pass. It is the intention of WEMO to intersect with the Northern and Eastern 
Colorado Desert Plan (NECO). This WEMO route network plan is decades too late in its 
execution. The area is now full of people, their homes, and their communities. 


